DISCOVERY MAP 1: Hamilton County, New York

**MAP SYMBOLOGY**
- **River**
- **LOMCs**
- **Repetitive Loss Structures/Clusters**
- **Large Culverts**
- **Active USGS Gage**
- **Inactive USGS Gage**
- **Hazard Classification**
- **CNMS Validation Status**
- **Digital Elevation Model**

**STUDY LOCATOR**

**HAMILTON COUNTY, NY**
Lake Ontario Discovery

**CNMS Mileage**
- **Validation Status**
  - **VALID**: 0
  - **UNKNOWN**: 106.7
  - **UNVERIFIED**: 0
*May include CNMS stream segments outside of watershed boundary(s)*

**Hazard Mitigation Plan Status**
- **No Hazard Mitigation Plan available**

**Letters of Map Change (LOMCs)**
- **Number of Communities with LOMCs**: 6
- **Number of LOMCs**: 42
*May include LOMCs outside of watershed boundary(s)*

NOTE: No repetitive losses within Hamilton County as of the data collection date in August 2015.